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Chapter 501: Time Announcement. 

Just as Zhang Yutian did not expect Ye Qing to call him and invite him to fly to the capital to announce 

cooperation, but to tell him that the two companies have officially become enemies. Likewise, everyone 

present here, like Dai Xianmin, Chairman of Baojia Company, did not expect Ye Qing to announce this in 

front of everyone. For that, Ye Qing’s words made the group of bosses who have worked hard for half a 

lifetime be full of enthusiasm, wanted to applaud. 

No company can grow into a giant in the industry smoothly, and this group of bosses has encountered a 

lot of demolition and smashing by Amano Heavy Industry. 

Some methods can make people disgusting and hate, which gives envy to kill them to vent the anger, 

but these bosses what could they do? 

If you want to continue your business in a safe and stable manner, you have to pinch your nose to 

compromise, or in private, communicate and compromise, but who wants to compromise? 

No one thinks about it, but if someone gets stuck until the neck, if he doesn’t compromise, he will have 

to drag down his company’s development and even be ruined. Look at Monster Heavy Industry! When 

someone stuck his neck, he slapped it directly and slapped it fiercely. It is taken in public, in front of 

many bosses in the industry. Especially the sentence: "We will use better quality and cheaper products 

to seize your global market share." It is very handsome. 

Last year, there were as many as 20,000 business closures in China. Most of them were due to 

insufficient product or service competitiveness and were run down by better peers. This was a cruel 

business competition, without any mercy. As long as the Monster Heavy Industry could make better 

products, it was reasonable and no one could interfere. 

"You... You... You..." Zhang Yutian’s complexion had changed faster than Master Face Change, from blue 

to red, from red to white. 

"You, a heavy industry company engaged in machinery industry, also want to engage in DM1550 chips?" 

Zhang Yutian has no demeanor anymore, and his pale face was full of anger: "Haha~ What a joke, 

DM1550 chips are integrated. The processing system, storage ram, read-only ORM, pulse width 

modulation circuit, analog multiplexer, and other single chips, chips of multiple systems. These 

structures and stored data are all protected by patent law. Do you think that to make a DM1550 chip, 

you just need to buy equipment?" 

"It’s about architecture and programming. You can only call up the most professional mechatronics 

engineers to redevelop a control system. Know that Fresenius, using the technology accumulated in the 

DM550, 850, and 1250 chips, to develop the 1550 model, how long did it take for Fresenius to get to this 

product in your opinion?" 

After speaking, Zhang Yutian laughed arrogantly, “It will take you four months to try to mimic the 

hardware and break the data, and I will sue you for plagiarism. You cannot re-develop the new 

architecture with less six months of effort, so don’t even think about it. You are pathetic. For half a year, 



this is still based on finding a lot of professional and technical talents to develop alternative products. As 

for surpassing toward DM1550, don’t even think about it." 

"I would like asking Mr. Ye, in front of your predecessors, why did you announce you were going to 

defeat Fresenius company so that you dare to boast? Is it anger?" Zhang Yutian laughed louder: "Is it 

because you are young and vigorous?" 

"One week." Ye Qing said lightly and made a gesture of salute to Zhang Yutian: "After a week, Fresenius 

will face a huge crisis that it has never encountered since its inception to today. Now, I have finished 

what I have to tell you. You can go back to where you came from now." 

"Haha~ Dear seniors in the industry, you have all heard." Zhang Yutian’s hair was about to stand up, 

gritted his teeth, and said: "One week, Monster Heavy Industry only takes one week. Mr. Ye... You can’t 

do it, then don’t try. It’s the strange news that is spreading all over the world to preach this." 

Zhang Yutian glanced at the door toward the reporters hiding in hiding: "I’ll wait to see." He hummed 

coldly and pushed the door away. 

After pushing the door, it was the reporters’ turn outside to blow up the nest. They used lightning speed 

to cover their ears and blocked Zhang Yutian with their bodies. 

"Ah~ Mr. Zhang?" 

"President Zhang, please stay." 

Zhang Yutian was surrounded by reporters, and the door of the lounge closed again. 

Dai Xianmin, chairman of Baojia Group, patted Ye Qing on the shoulder and said with a sigh: "Mr. Ye, 

you are putting two companies on the ring like this. But... speaking of it, I really envy you, young people. 

Energetic and full of potential. It’s not like our old bones, who have long been smoothed out by the 

years. We dare not fight, only knowing how to avoid compromises." 

"Mr. Ye, I admire your decisive style the most. It is too uncomfortable to be complacent." 

"Come on, Mr. Ye go smash Amano Heavy Industry." 

"Mr. Ye, you did not give him a loophole when you announced the war to him in public, like that you put 

things on the bright side." 

Some of these bosses supported Ye Qing, and some believed that Ye Qing could not fulfill his promise, 

so they simply watched it and keep the excitement. 

.................. 

That night, almost all online media reported on the shocking conversation that took place in the VIP 

lounge of Zendai Himalaya Center. Those newspapers and magazines also set aside large spaces on the 

carrier to be published one by one to promote this matter. 

--- Amano Heavy Industries acquired the key chip companies in order to slow the development of 

Monster Heavy Industry, the president of Monster Heavy Industry responded strongly. 



--- Two big industrial robot giants broke out irreconcilable contradictions, and the two sides threatened 

to defeat each other. 

---The president of Monster Heavy Industry announced that it will use better chip technology to break 

the rule of Fresenius. 

---The two young presidents of China turned their faces, and the lounge was full of gunpowder. 

---The President of Monster Heavy Industry said that within a week, the Fresenius Company under 

Amano had nowhere to go. 

When the news came out, China’s entire business community was in an uproar. 

Monster Heavy Industry has even publicly issued a declaration of battle to Amano Heavy Industry! 

In fact, because of business competition, the bosses have spoken a lot of rhetoric, and more practical 

actions have been taken. But those are on private occasions, and the media reporters can only smell a 

few words. 

Unlike today, the young president of Monster Heavy Industry has made a public voice. 

The most important thing was Monster Heavy Industry should defeat opponents in areas that everyone 

thought they were ungood at. It also gave a time limit, unlike those old slippery bosses, who said 

ambiguous, able to advance or retreat scenes. 

The DM1550 chip is a very highly integrated stand-alone chip for industrial machinery. This kind of chip 

can be regarded as a microcomputer. Its hardware manufacturing process is actually not top-notch, and 

there are several major domestic manufacturers that can do it. However, it is useless to make it 

according to the picture. One is it is protected by patent law, and the other is the data encrypted inside 

the chip is the core. 

Only by re-developing a set of better products than the DM1550 chip could Monster Heavy Industry 

defeat Fresenius. These were completely two different areas, but the young president of Monster Heavy 

Industry had already made a definite decision and issued a time letter. 

After a week, could Monster Heavy Industry come it out? 

Anyone who understands some relevant knowledge knows it was impossible for Monster Heavy 

Industries to do it in one week. 

Chapter 502: Doomsday Group. 

There are two questions that arise, which are; what is the taste of happiness? And what kind of money is 

to make, to maximize the efficiency of happiness? 

Let’s see, we all know it’s wrong to make money from imperfections, and only bad guys wanted it. For 

that, since the Monster Heavy Industry is already large enough and Ye Qing is also rich enough. Then let 

Amano Heavy Industry, who has always worked against the Monster Heavy Industry, see what it means 

to fear monsters. 



Back in Shanghai City, Ye Qing had immediately gathered the staff to form a research team to conduct 

research on the DM1550 chip. 

The project leader was naturally Tianjin; there were also two Electronic Messengers and a Master 

Craftsman. In addition, Ye Qing had also transferred dozens of highly educated and highly skilled 

electronic engineers from the mobile phone research and development department to take charge of 

the work. 

Overnight, he had formed a desperately powerful technical team and had also given the technical team 

a very appropriate name, which was 【Doomsday Group】. Literally said, it means that bad luck has 

come to Fresenius and Amano Heavy Industry. 

To do this work, fifty DM1550 chips were taken out of the factory warehouse, and Ye Qing after 

explained to Tianjin, let him lead the technical team to crack the internal structure and data of the chip, 

and then redesign a better alternative. 

As Tianjin couldn’t show up, Ye Qing, therefore, asked him to stay in the underground laboratory to 

manage the team members through the internal network. 

One week is the research and development time that Ye Qing had given for the Doomsday Group, he 

was very confident about this. 

The DM1550 chip is just an industrial control chip with patented technology. It is not Intel, the kind of 

processor chip that stands on the pinnacle of human technology and makes national-level teams 

desperate. 

"Boss, what if I can’t study it within a week?" In the underground secret laboratory, the Electrocristalline 

that has grown to a height of one meter and three was holding the chip related to the honor of Monster 

Heavy Industry, very innocently. Looking at Ye Qing. 

"I have let go of my cruel words. If you can’t study them, then I’ll have no face." Ye Qing was a little 

nervous by this guy: "Tianjin, you have to do it." 

"Don’t worry, boss, to study this kind of encryption technology chip is child’s play, boss, you will just 

wait for my good news." 

"Call me as soon as you have something on your mind." Ye Qing touched Tianjin’s small translucent head 

and got up to walk towards the elevator. 

Returning to the Longxitan factory, Ye Qing had selected a newly completed plant on the panoramic 

view of the factory and retained it as a chip production workshop. 

In order to produce mobile phones, Ye Qing had already ordered a whole set of top-level electronic 

semiconductor production equipment that he could purchase. In addition, the equipment relocated 

from Lantuo Mobile Phone Company is used to produce chips, and there is no problem at all. 

This night, Ye Qing had received no less than twenty phone calls from many companies that had 

business cooperation with Monster Heavy Industry asking euphemistically what happened between 

Monster Heavy Industry and Amano Heavy Industry. 

"Nothing, I’m going to squeeze Amano Heavy Industry." 



Ye Qing’s answer was concise and clear, with a plain tone, as if he was telling a trivial matter. 

This was certainly not a trivial matter. Amano Heavy Industry had assets of approximately 20 billion. 

Although there are not as many assets as Monster Heavy Industry, behind it were two giants, Tianli 

Group and Anqi Heavy Industry. 

At nine o’clock that night, the Amano Heavy Industry’s official Weibo had posted a long article that had 

attracted many well-known bloggers to read. 

———— The original intention of our acquisition of Fresenius! 

The content of this Weibo explains in detail Fresenius’ strength on industrial chips, and the gap between 

China and developed countries in industrial chips. 

Amano Heavy Industries had said the acquisition of Fresenius is mainly to win the company’s right to 

speak in the chip field. After their acquisition, the first thing they did was to adjust the development 

strategy of Fresenius, because future products will focus on China’s industrial sector. 

Amano had also explained on Weibo that the production of the DM1550 chip was discontinued because 

the program of the DM1550 chip was designed in accordance with European industrial standards. So, 

Amano had decided to redesign a chip suitable for China’s industrial system, and it is precisely because 

of this that all chips relied on Monster Heavy Industry imports, so, blindly and angry Amano Heavy 

Industry had done it on purpose. 

At the end of the article, Amano had also said euphemistically it is impossible for Monster Heavy 

Industry to create a better substitute than the DM1550 chip. 

This article filled with a lot of professional terminologies had attracted a lot of entertainment gossip 

prints. The reasonable netizens had left a message and asked these big veterans, and you can 

understand what is inside, "Tell me, what is the difference between the European standard and the 

Chinese standard?" 

As a result, these big veterans had unified the caliber, saying they could not understand the aggressive 

appearance of Monster Heavy Industry, so they asked it to explain it. 

As for the replies on the Weibo of Amano Heavy Industry, there were more insiders who knew the truth. 

Someone had pointedly pointed out that Fresenius Company would rather pay liquidated damages than 

cancel the contract. It had suspended sales of a profitable product for half a year. This was not because 

of a blow to Monster Heavy Industry, but because Amano Heavy Industry was mentally ill, which was 

not light. 

It’s a pity that similar responses were deleted in less than tens of seconds. 

There was also an official WeChat account of Monster Heavy Industry. The Propaganda Department had 

reported the matter to Ye Qing and asked if he wanted to fight back, and Ye Qing directly logged on the 

official Weibo of Monster Heavy Industry with his computer and posted an update. 

As soon as this news was posted, it went up to various media outlets, down to the lively netizens, and 

those big veteran bloggers were all confused because this Weibo has only one word. 

Seven! 



After posting this Weibo, Ye Qing went directly resting, without paying too much attention to what 

public opinion was. 

However, this night, many people were destined to sleepless, especially in the conference room of the 

Amano Heavy Industry Building in Asashima City, Zhang Yutian sat at one end of a conference table with 

a gloomy expression, accompanied by a group of heads of different departments of the company seated 

all along with the long conference table. On the wall opposite Zhang Yutian, a huge LCD monitor was 

also hung. The picture presented on the monitor was the scene of the conference room of Fresenius 

Company in Germany. 

"Boss, I dare to guarantee with my end-of-year award. Monster Heavy Industry will never be able to 

conquer our chips. At least within three months." On the monitor screen, a blond foreigner talked to 

Pepe. He looked relaxed. 

"I also know it’s impossible, but the official micro blog of Monster Heavy Industry just now has posted a 

number seven." 

"If they make another number "six" on the next day, that’s the countdown to their wild talk." Zhang 

Yutian said in fluent English: "They have more than 200,000 people’s attention on the official and micro 

platforms. These people are all users of their products." 

"Do you think Monster Heavy Industry, and the young president, would take their company reputation 

as a bet in order to take a sigh of relief?" 

"Boss, the DM1550 chip, was originally a research product for military projects. Its data is encrypted by 

multiple security means. Even if they invite China’s largest chip factory to dismantle it, it will take a 

month." 

"Seven days, even if we send them the data directly at this point, they won’t be able to make the 

product." 

"From now on, you can pay 12 points of attention. I suspect Monster Heavy Industry will use other 

methods." Zhang Yutian nodded: "We can’t wait passively either..." 

Chapter 503: Unknown Persons. 

Before dawn, Ye Qing was woken up by a phone call, and after answering the phone in a daze, he 

suddenly became sober and sat up, because when Tianjin had called and told him that the DM1550 chip 

data had been decrypted, he had known that this would lead the team to build a new architectural 

model and recompile a more efficient driver. 

"So fast? The former CEO of Xinchuang Future told me that just cracking the chip would take more than 

a month." 

"Because they didn’t know me." Tianjin said triumphally: "My wisdom, plus our super server cluster, and 

the teacher’s credit, cracking the chip overnight, this time is normal." 

"Is it Real Eye?" Ye Qing rubbed his eyes. 

"Yes, boss, the data inside this chip is fully encrypted with seven layers of encryption technology. The 

innermost layer of the encryption instructions, I couldn’t find for two hours, so I consulted the teacher." 



"Awesome, my Tianjin. And thank Real Eye for me, you ask him if he needs our help..." 

"And many more!" 

Ye Qing suddenly realized that something was wrong with this matter. 

"Tianjin, how did you tell this to the teacher?" Ye Qing had remembered that from the first time he had 

spoken with Real Eye until the present, this mysterious master, whether on the hacker forum or helping 

the Monster Heavy Industry, had shown a very strong sense of justice. He was more and more like a 

clear stream in the hacker world where the money is on par. He was a knight who walked on the 

Internet with swords, acting against evil, because as long as some hackers use technology to do these 

extortionate things, he knows he can take care of them, and punish evil, and promote welfare. 

The contradiction between Monster Heavy Industry and Amano Heavy Industry had been raging on the 

Internet, and Real Eye could also be aware of the news in this regard. 

Now the Monster Heavy Industry had taken apart the DM1550 chip and study it inside and out, and this, 

wasn’t it really due to the help given by Real Eye to decipher the encryption technology in the chip and 

its working style? 

Or is it true that the Real Eye as a teacher resolves shortcomings when students encounter problems, 

and this, is it incumbent to the teacher to help students to solve them? But this possibility is unlikely! 

"I told the professor the truth, and the professor didn’t hesitate, and he helped." 

This was even stranger, and Ye Qing couldn’t figure it out at all. 

"Forget it... I can help, no matter how much it is." 

Early in the morning, when Ye Qing woke up, the first thing he did was to log on to Weibo and post an 

update with the word "six", and as soon as the number six came out, public opinion became more lively. 

Many online media have released news saying that Monster Heavy Industry made the counting down, 

and when it is released, it is likely to be the moment when the earth is shaking and the mountains are 

shaking. 

Netizens users who have paid attention to the official microblog of Monster Heavy Industry, and who 

have been amazed by the mechanical engineering chairs and ionization purifiers, and who have become 

loyal users of these products, have spoken under the dynamics to cheer for Monster Heavy Industry. 

"President Ye is domineering and counts down directly to announce the death penalty of Fresenius." 

"If Monster Heavy Industry can really produce in a week the better products than the German chip 

company, then I will only use Monster Heavy Industry’s products in my life." 

"Unconditional support for Monster Heavy Industry, Amano Heavy Industry’s methods are too 

despicable, and even Amano Heavy Industry will also be destroyed." 

"Male God... You are the enemy of the whole world, and I am standing behind you." 

If someone supports it, someone will naturally oppose it. 



In fact, far more people oppose it than those who support it. More than two-thirds of the media 

published this news with their own comments. 

They thought the Monster Heavy industry was too little, and the president is too young, and it’s too fast 

to become famous, and they have forgotten what it means to do according to his ability. 

Once the countdown is over, this is when the Monster Heavy Industry would face a big joke.. 

It was foreseeable that in the next six days, every time, the countdown was released by Monster Heavy 

Industry, the attention of the media to this matter would increase to a higher level. Therefore, the 

performance of the Amano Heavy Industry was much more positive than that of the Monster Heavy 

Industry. 

This morning, they had posted dozens of Weibo in one go, without exception, they all pretended to be 

victims. They had also tried persuading Monster Heavy Industry to give up this bet because they couldn’t 

bear watching an extremely good China’s Heavy Industry Company suffer a huge loss of credit 

bankruptcy because of the president’s impulsiveness. 

Few of the netizens users attracted to the Monster Heavy Industry countdown noticed that it was 

around the same time that this countdown announcement was posted, there was also on the 

government portal of Chengtou County in Jiangnan Province, the Province where three days ago there 

was the case of the huge theft in Linpus Precision Instrument Company, a well-known company in this 

county. 

At the moment when the new year was about to usher in, some evil gangsters stole over 40 kilograms of 

rhodium metal from the Linpus Precision Instrument Company, and from another company that was 

ready to give year-end bonuses to employees 12 million Yuan. 

While mobilizing a large number of police forces to trace the traces of criminals and in order to show 

their county’s concern for the great company the Linpus Precision Instrument Company, they 

deliberately posted this news "We negotiated with the bank to have a 30 million Yuan low-interest loan 

for Linpus Precision Instrument Company to help them overcome their difficult situation." 

Ye Qing had noticed this news because as soon as this news came out, he understood it meant [the rat 

trap project officially started]. 

Not long after the news came out, Ye Qing, who was sitting in the car, received a call from Ba Sucha. He 

told Ye Qing that all arrangements had been made for his branch in Zhujiang and tomorrow afternoon, 

the company representative would go to Linpus Precision Instrument Company to make a purchase 

quotation for metal rhodium. 

"Mr. Ye, you can rest assured. Ba Sucha knows what these gangsters think too much. As long as these 

gangsters want to sell the stolen goods, I promise they will be interested in me." 

"Then I am waiting for your good news. You have worked hard for me these few days. Whether you 

catch this gang or not, you, Ba Sucha, will be my friend in the future." 

"Oh~ Brother Ye, you are the only idol in my Ba Sucha’s heart. To be friends with an idol, Ba Sucha will 

surely go through all fires to settle this matter for you." Ba Sucha, nicknamed Ba Heihu, is over thirty 

years old. Ba Sucha by calling for Ye Qing was better for him than calling his eldest brother to kiss. 



"..." Ye Qing was a little convinced of this guy’s face and was speechless. 

Hanging up the phone, at the same time where the Lagonda also drove to the door of the Blue Sky 

Building, but... 

Ye Qing found the door of the building was a bit abnormal at this moment. It’s working time now. It 

stands to reason that the employees of the company should walk into the company one by one in suits 

and shoes, but the employees who have just arrived at the moment are all blocked outside the door, 

and on the steps at the entrance of the building, there were fifty or so unidentified people who held up 

signboards and pulled banners. 

[Savage Monster Heavy Industry] 

[Dominant Monster Heavy Industry] 

[Maintain Commercial Justice] 

These young people, who were generally in their twenties, wore masks and spoke foreign accents, 

shouting to the employees who were blocked by them with injustice and indignation. 

"We protest, we protest that Monster Heavy Industry has no laws and used the malicious competition to 

bully Amano Heavy Industry." 

"Monster Heavy Industry’s behavior has violated the unfair competition law." 

"Do you still have a conscience, how can you work in such a dark company?" 

Ye Qing, who had just hung up the phone, looked at the group of unknown people at the door in 

amazement. 

...... 

From where did Amano Heavy Industry invite these live treasures? 

At this time, the security captain rushed out of the company with a group of heavily armed security 

guards. 

Chapter 504: Robot X. 

The sharp-eyed Wu Yuexiang saw Ye Qing’s car and quickly trot over, with the same baffling expression: 

"Boss, I’m just about to call you to report this, but I couldn’t. This group has been here for less than two 

minutes." 

"You take care of it yourself, and I will just watch this with pleasure. You can ask a few security guards to 

go to the nearby parking lot to see if there are any commercial vehicles or vans with a foreign license 

plate." 

Ye Qing nodded, indicating it was all right. 

"Unfair Competition Law?" 



A barrister from the Legal Department took a lot of time to look at these blindly impulsive young people 

and mocked: "Before taking the money to protest, I ask you to search the Internet for the specific details 

of the unfair competition law." 

"You rubbish who don’t do your homework, even those who are paid to post are embarrassed to help 

you protest." 

"You four-eyed field..." The protesters exploded. 

If there had not been a group of wolves and tigers to surround them, the conflict would have been 

inevitable. 

But even if there were security guards around, Ye Qing forgave them that they could not do anything to 

them. These guys were all wearing company security uniforms. As long as they block the entry for 

dozens of minutes, everyone around the trouble will be known, and their goal will be achieved. 

Ye Qing granted Wu Yuexiang the authority to deal with it by himself. Wu Yuexiang smiled and called 

into the headset: "Go back, go back, put on casual clothes, and then come back." 

The guys wearing security guards’ clothes all ran away with a crash. Two minutes later, one by one, one 

by one, the big men in black rushed out from the door of the building. 

"You guys, what do you want to do?" Among the protesting crowd, a young man with the loudest voice, 

a little horrified had pointed to the group of bad-sighted men. 

"You are here to protest, right?" Wu Yuexiang pointed at them with his nostrils. 

"So what?" the young man wearing a mask in front of him shouted sternly. 

Without any nonsense, Wu Yuexiang hit the face of the young man with an elbow backhand. 

"Boom!" 

After a muffled sound, the guy fell softly to the ground. The horn sounded, and the brawny men in plain 

clothes behind Wu Yuexiang rushed into the crowd with excitement like if they wanted to eat red meat. 

They were like a pack of wolves rushing into the sheep pen, and the security guards, who looked like 

wolves or like tigers surrounded all protesters of unknown origin from their first appearance. 

Some of the people who fell to the ground wanted to take out their mobile phones to record videos, but 

before the mobile phones were raised, a big slap was first given to a fan. 

......... 

Five minutes later, Ye Qing sat in the office looking out the window, the group of guys who were holding 

signs to protest has disappeared at the end of the road with their noses and faces swollen. Behind them, 

werewolf-like security guards kick them in the ass from time to time. No matter what others protested, 

Amano Heavy Industry had paid for their invitation, even a foreigner is unmistaken. 

Looking out the window, Ye Qing also found that unconsciously, there were red lanterns hanging on 

both sides of the street with no end in sight. 

"The New Year is almost coming!" 



Looking at the thick pile of year-end reports and the New Year’s company employee welfare plan on the 

desk again, Ye Qing had suddenly discovered the Spring Festival had come quietly, but even during the 

New Year, half of the employees in the company were still sticking to their posts. 

Who made the company’s performance so good? 

In the case of the fall in year-end sales of other companies, sales of Monster Heavy Industry had actually 

increased slightly. The major increase now came from the sale of the Ionization Purifier, as many people 

are ready to use it as a New Year’s gift. 

Thinking of this, Ye Qing got an inspiration. Now the company has close to 3,000 employees, and the 

year-end bonus is at least 12 thousand Yuan. The physical gifts are supermarket shopping cards and for 

each person two pounds of hairy crabs from Lake Hongze. 

Well, Ye Qing admitted the hairy crabs were given away for free by Tong Xuanqiang, the Deputy Director 

of Sikong Tourism Bureau. So, he thought about given each employee an Ionization Purifier, and after 

confirming that, he added this to his plan of gifts. 

After the approval of the company’s affairs was completed, the receptionist knocked in and handed Ye 

Qing an invitation letter. On the exquisite gilded invitation letter, there is a line of [Invitation Letter for 

Shanghai City New Year Entrepreneur Tea Party]. 

Ye Qing opened the invitation letter, and it was actually handwritten in neat pen fonts. 

"When was it delivered?" 

"Boss, the mayor’s secretary personally delivered it last night." 

Nodding, Ye Qing couldn’t help being a little amused looking at this invitation letter. 

The Entrepreneur Tea Party is an event personally hosted by the Mayor of Shanghai City every year after 

the Spring Festival. In the ten years since the family opened a factory, Ye Qing has seen such invitations 

several times, but they are all invitations coming from others. 

At the time, the factory in Ye Qing’s home couldn’t even reach one-fifth of the qualifications. His father 

could only listen to the big bosses in the park, talking about the jokes at the tea party; "which company 

has won the annual taxation champion again." 

Now it only took a year, not only did Ye Qing receive the invitation letter, but the mayor himself wrote it 

out with his pen. Ye Qing has never heard of these big bosses. 

Of course, his father’s Storm Technology Company will inevitably receive an invitation letter to fulfill his 

wishes after many years of hard labor. Indeed, the entry standard for the Entrepreneur Tea Party is 

reserved for the top 50 taxpayers in Shanghai each year. 

With the support of Monster Heavy Industry, the renamed old factory Storm Technology Company has 

become the hottest big company in the park, and it seems that it broke through the one-billion-Yuan 

scale last month. 

Originally, Ye Qing regarded the bosses who were able to participate in the Entrepreneur Tea Party as 

idols. Now Ye Qing has become the idol to all of them... 



It is written on the invitation card, "If you are unbusy, then just drop by and get a prize." 

Putting away the invitation, Ye Qing thought in his heart. "As the Spring Festival approached, I have 

more things on hand, and there are a lot of documents waiting for me to sign." 

Ye Qing spent the whole day in the company. After the next day, Ye Qing assembled the employees in 

the empty space on the first floor of the building in groups. When he sent everyone New Year’s gift 

packages, a phone call made him hurriedly close the phone, and run towards the secret laboratory 

underground. 

"Boss, quickly congratulate me for a more powerful product than the MD1550 chip. I have brought it out 

with the team." Tianjin said to Ye Qing on the phone. 

He took the elevator straight to the laboratory excitedly, and as soon as he walked in, Ye Qing didn’t 

bother to look at the brand-new chip. His full attention was all attracted by the corner, towards the 

mechanical platform used to debug the Watcher N° 3. The original burly muscular armor, which looked 

particularly steely and masculine, was replaced by an enchanting robot with a height of about 1.65 

meters and a slender body. 

There is no doubt that this is a robot with a female body line as its outline. 

Ye Qing looked at this robot, which had only a contour and had an empty mechanism inside, and even 

blushed, because... 

Tianjin made a big breast for this female robot... And the pure Ye Qing really didn’t know how to 

describe it. 

"Tianjin!" Ye Qing pointed at this robot and shouted in embarrassment: "You, tell me, what is this 

famous robot? Also... The height and lines of this robot, why... Why do they look so familiar?" 

"Because it is made according to Xu Ninggong’s figure." Tianjin ran over, his ears erected high: "This is 

the Watcher X, and it has not changed much far from the Watcher N° 3. It’s just the appearance. It’s the 

same. After the great success of the Watcher N° 3 dance, Xu Ninggong also recorded a motion capture 

video. I thought it was not bad to make a female robot. Just according to Xu Ninggong’s figure. I first 

rectified the shape of the robot. In the past few days, I helped the boss to conquer the chip. I haven’t 

had time to install the internal mechanical structure for this robot. When the installation is completed, 

this robot will be able to be like the Watcher N° 3." 

"What, Xu Ninggong?" 

Ye Qing’s eyes widened suddenly: "You are confused, how can she have such a big breast?" 

"It’s bigger to make room for the battery." Tianjin held his small translucent head upright. "As a boss, 

come and praise me for this appearance, am I very smart?” 

Chapter 505: Ready to go, give a hard blow. 

How will Ye Qing have praised it? 

This kind of robot makes people blush... 



Let’s pay attention to the new product. Anyway, this robot only has an appearance sexy-type shape. 

...... 

A black square chip with 72 pins densely packed with high-strength PC material was held in Ye Qing’s 

hand. This chip looked the same as the original MD1550 chip in terms of shape and interface, but the 

packaging technology and material texture of this chip was much stronger than MD1550. 

Holding the chip in his hand, Ye Qing had a mellow feeling of holding a black gem. There was no text on 

the chip surface, only the Monster Heavy Industry logo engraved with a laser. 

On the workbench, there were two more chips whose shells have been removed. The first piece, the 

dark green large-scale integrated circuit, integrating the data memory, logic calculator, analog signal 

converter, etc., and the above electronic components could be seen clearly only with the help of an 

industrial microscope. The core processor, about the size of a watermelon seed kernel, could be seen 

clearly without the aid of a microscope. 

MD1550! 

This is the inscription printed on the core processor. 

The other chip with its shell removed had a significantly tighter internal structure. 

The large-scale integrated circuit is also plated with a gold-like anti-oxidation coating. There are two 

core processors with the word Monster Heavy Industry printed on them. Even if a layman meets it, he 

knows that the chip of Monster Heavy Industry is more advanced, because... It integrates two core 

processors. 

"For Fresenius, it takes five-thousandths of a second from the user’s input of instructions to the chip’s 

conversion of the instructions into coordinate points and feedback to the mechanical structure." 

Tianjin pointed to the chip in Ye Qing’s hand and said proudly: "We only need one-thousandth of a 

second." 

"There is also the accuracy of coordinate processing. Fresenius’ chip is an ordinary quartz crystal 

oscillator for timing. If the device works for more than one hour, a coordinate error will occur. The error 

will disappear when the power is turned off and restarted." 

"We produce our own quartz crystal oscillators to count, and after working continuously for eight hours, 

there will be an error of one coordinate point. Feedback to the mechanical structure is the robot finger 

has an error of 0.2 mm." 

Time and precision have a wonderful relationship between men and women. 

The more accurate the time, the higher the positioning accuracy, the satellites used for positioning are 

equipped with two sets of atomic clocks, hydrogen, and cesium. It can be done for millions of years 

before there is an error of one second. 

Atomic clocks can only be made in a few countries in the world, and they are not small in size. They are 

temporarily unavailable in the field of civil electronics, and there is no need for them. 



"How about the cost?" 

"The raw material cost is 30 Yuan, plus the production cost, it costs 80 Yuan the piece." 

"As long as there is a profit, I will arrange the mass production of chips at the factory. There are five days 

left, enough for us to stock up and give Fresenius and Amano Heavy Industries a fatal blow." Ye Qing 

took out of the inside pocket of his jacket a black flannel bag and handed it to Tianjin, praising and 

rewarding: "This is the diamond purchased from Nigeria by the Master Metal Expert Qiao last week. Is it 

well?" 

Tianjin snatched the black velvet bag, and there was a jingle, like a glass-like crashing sound, causing its 

eyes to float, and its little head connected. 

"Ummm..." 

Ye Qing pinched his chin, his expression became a little unnatural unconsciously, and his eyes turned 

elsewhere: "That... After the chip task is completed, you can’t be idle, come on and make the Watcher 

X." 

"Do you agree to keep the design for such a big breast? Boss, if you don’t like it, I can change it to the 

original ratio." 

"Ahem... That’s good." 

.................. 

When the official WeChat account of Monster Heavy Industry continued to update the countdown to 

the number five, Ye Qing was already in the Longxitan factory, watching the monsters build a large-scale 

production line of chips. 

The core equipment for producing this integrated chip is the placement machine. 

Now in the workshop, there are fifty Panasonic high-speed automatic placement machines. In groups of 

two, the monsters with long teeth and livid faces, Juli the worker monsters carried equipment worth 

millions of yuan and continued to move around the workshop, placing them in the predetermined 

position. 

Replacement chips with better performance and longer service life were renamed by Ye Qing [Vibrating 

Crystal 4]. 

At full power, Vibrating Crystal 4 could be produced at a rate of 30,000 pieces per day. On the other 

hand, Fresenius was selling a hundred thousand MD1550 chips a year. 

Four days to produce a year’s output, as for the rest of the time, the factory workshop will naturally not 

be idle. To produce vibrating crystals 1,2 and 3, to completely squeeze the survival space of the 

Fresenius Company. 

All kinds of technologies are available, and the MD1550 is the highest technology in Fresenius’ flagship 

series, the remaining bestselling chips can also be considered the sibling of the MD1550, which is the 

least sold. Naturally, those hot-selling chips will be easier to crack. 



Vibrating crystals 1 to 3 are counted as the three main products of Fresenius. If these three products 

cannot be sold, Fresenius will enter a situation of a total loss. If it doesn’t go bankrupt in few days, 

Monster Heavy Industry will fight it every day. 

The next day, Ye Qing posted a regular countdown, the number four, on the official Weibo of Monster 

Heavy Industry, that is to say, today; the Electronic Messenger had completed the debugging of all 

production lines and entered the stage of mass production of chips. 

While Ye Qing walked around in the workshop, and in his mind, there was all the sound of the 

placement machines running at a high speed, manufacturing each electronic component on the large-

scale integrated circuit. The integrated circuit chips passed lined up like matchboxes, like soldiers in 

order, lined up in the placement machine, and when the process of installing the electronic components 

was completed, the belt led them to the next stage processing. 

"Kang Dang... Kang Dang... Kang Dang..." 

Cutting, printing the integrated circuits, patching, coating, packaging, engraving the trademark! 

The production line was all started, and every minute, dozens of brand-new chips fell into the collection 

box. 

On the fourth day, the official micro blog of Monster Heavy Industry released a countdown, the number 

three. 

At the same time, on this day, another major event occurred internationally. US President-elect Trump 

was formally sworn in on Capitol Hill and became the 45th President of the United States. 

The next day, the official micro blog of Monster Heavy Industry released a new countdown, the number 

two. 

On this day, the stock of Vibrating Crystal 2 chips reached 120,000, and the production of Vibrating 

Crystal 3 was beginning. And this day was also the most distinctive festival in China, the Spring Festival. 

Today was originally a family reunion day; the sales department of Monster Heavy Industry was 

crowded and extremely busy. They gave up the holidays and started in the morning, sitting in the office, 

dialing the numbers of many domestic machinery manufacturing plants one by one. 

"Hello... Manager Wang, Happy New Year." 

"Yes, the news is true. Our company is competing with Amano Heavy Industries for chips products. This 

is how we have heard of your factory, and we have been using Fresenius’ chips in the past." 

"The chips you ordered from them before, if you order them in the future from us, the price is not only 

guaranteed one-third cheaper but also provides a two-year warranty service." 

"What about quality?" 

"With Monster Heavy Industry, are there any examples of mediocre products?" 

"Director Liu, happy new year... Happy new year." 



"It’s good we made chips, and the quality of the product can’t be hidden from you, you’re an expert, 

aren’t you?" 

"...." 

"In this way, when the countdown is over, we will immediately send you two hundred samples for free. 

After you have tested it, you will continue talking if you find it useful." 

"If you find it’s not good to use, you just throw it in the trash." 

"..." 

"You don’t know the countdown? It’s the countdown on our official Weibo. It’s counted down two 

today." 

"..." 

During these days, Amano Heavy Industry had paid attention to the processes of Monster Heavy 

Industry, however, all the available methods have been used, and it had not found anything. 

Monster Heavy Industry had hints of cooperating with other large electronics manufacturers to produce 

chips. Not only that, apart from the regular countdown, there is no news about the development of 

chips within the company. 

Only two days remained for the countdown. What does the Monster Heavy Industry think? 

More today, the salesperson of Monster Heavy Industry actually started to call the outside world to 

promote products. 

"When the countdown is over, are they planning to sell models?" Zhang Yutian racked his brains to 

guess. 

Chapter 506 

506: Ye Qing's bold words. 

Zhang Yutian's doubts were also the doubts of various news media. 

The news reporters are arguably the most sensitive group in society, especially when the Monster Heavy 

Industry started advertising its product promotions. They were very confused; they knew Monster 

Heavy Industry had not done chip development research work at all. 

Let's put it this way, if a chip has been in the market for a long time, it is difficult for other companies to 

emulate it in a short time. Even if a small team was secretly organized by Monster Heavy Industries, it 

will take three or five days to crack it and innovate based on the principle to make better products. 

That's it… 

These well-known foreign chip companies closed the door to competition decades ago, and it is not the 

Monster Heavy Industry that can take the lead now. 

In fact, not only them who were wondering but even Ye Qing himself was wondering, of course, he was 

not wondering about the chip. He was wondering about the data of Monster Factory. 



Since the promotion to the fifth stage, the competitors of Monster Heavy Industry have become all 

companies in China. The manufacturing index of Monster Heavy Industry on the ranking list has fallen 

into a stage of slow development. 

Last time Ye Qing remembered that Monster Heavy Industry was ranked 43rd in China, with an index of 

10 million. 

The ranking has not changed since, even if the manufacturing index has increased by more than 

300,000, it is less than 50,000 in the manufacturing index from Shougang Group, which is ranked 42nd. 

The growth rate was a bit abnormal. The factory has not added equipment in the past few days, and 

product sales have not changed much. According to Ye Qing's experience, it is luck that the index can 

rise by 100,000, but he did not expect it to rise by more than 300,000 directly. There is only one 

possibility. 

The problem lies in the pile of chips. The production costs of these stocks, which total less than 15 

million Yuan, have brought the equipment investment score of 300 million Yuan to Monster Heavy 

Industry. 

Expanding scale and productivity is the only magic weapon for Monster Heavy Industry to increase its 

points. 

After a lot of comparisons, Ye Qing found that the higher the technological content of the product, the 

more points it will gain. 

Ye Qing believed that the explorer robot previously produced was already sufficiently advanced in 

technology, but he wasn't thinking of it in terms of increasing the stock to increase the percentage 

score. Only half of this stack of chips had participated in this increase in score. 

At the fifth stage, it has become very difficult to buy a lot of equipment to score points by spending 

money. 

Because there are the tops ten in the top places of the leader board, what scale is not so big that made 

him desperate? 

Take the petrochemical industry as an example. A crude-oil storage area built in a port may occupy an 

area several times larger than the scale of the Monster Heavy Industry Factory, and there are many such 

crude oil storage areas in China. 

This is only part of the industrial chain. The accumulation of gas stations, refined oil refineries, and 

10,000-ton giant ships are already astronomical. 

Another example is Huawei Technology in the top ten. Their published financial statements last year had 

a total operating income of nearly 400 billion a year. There are too many branches and nearly 200,000 

employees worldwide. 

If you compare the scale, Monster Heavy Industry is no match for others. However, Huawei's ranking in 

the global top 500 was 129 last year, and only 288 the year before. 

Ye Qing wanted to quickly let Monster Heavy Industry advance on the manufacturing rankings, only 

starting with high technology and using unmatched technology to crush the behemoths that relied on 



the scale to win. This is also the reason why he has saved tens of billions of funds and has been slow to 

expand the scale of the factory. Chips were a good example. While suppressing competitors, he could 

also rapidly increase the manufacturing score. 

At the same time, it also made Ye Qing look forward to the magnificent scenery of fighting against those 

established foreign industrial giants after finalizing the finalization of more technologically content 

mobile phones. 

This sense of accomplishment to crush the world's manufacturing industry underfoot was a fatal 

temptation for motivated men, then take Fresenius's company first! 

Tomorrow is the last day of the countdown, and it is also the day when Monster Heavy Industry officially 

declares war on Amano and Fresenius. 

Ye Qing hadn't had the slightest tension before the war came. Today is the Spring Festival, with a 

mentality very relaxed; he went home to accompany his parents during the holidays. 

On the surface, there was no movement in Monster Heavy Industry, except after posting the dynamic 

number on official Weibo, many loyal users believed that after today, between Monster Heavy Industry 

and Amano Heavy Industry, there would be undercurrents and cruel commercial competition, and all 

the media were eagerly waiting for tomorrow when big news breaks out. 

At seven o'clock in the evening, Amano Heavy Industry had first made a move. They had posted the 

news on the official micro blog and invited reporters from various media to hold a press conference in 

Asashima City at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. At this precise moment, Amano Heavy Industry will hold 

a press conference? 

Various media immediately applied for interview qualifications as quickly as possible, and Amano Heavy 

Industry also did not refuse their come. Even those third-rate news websites sent electronic invitation 

letters at the same time. 

There was no word for the night and the next day, Monster Heavy Industry announced the last 

countdown on official Weibo as usual. 

"One!" 

"Does the ground shake the mountain?" 

"I'm looking forward to it. Nothing like this Spring Festival gala, this New Year, I'm all counting on 

Monster Heavy Industry to bring me fun." 

"Unfortunately, the Monster Heavy Industry has been unlisted. If it is listed, I will bet on its stock." 

"Monster Heavy Industry hurry up and announce the method of revenge, Amano Heavy Industry will 

hold a press conference." 

The audience who watched the excitement left message after message below Monster Heavy Industry 

post. 



Maybe Ye Qing didn't expect that with every countdown, the attention of the official Monster Heavy 

Industry Weibo would suddenly be increased. As of today, the attention of the official micro blog has 

passed five million subscribers. 

It's a pity that these five million subscribers were really paying attention to the account. They waited 

and waited until the afternoon. There has been no movement from Monster Heavy Industry. 

At 3 o'clock in the afternoon, the press conference held by Zhang Yutian himself in the Amano Heavy 

Industry Building in Asashima City was held as scheduled. 

In the semicircular venue, more than fifty online media and dozens of TV news media gathered. The 

energetic Zhang Yutian stood on the stage and looked down at the reporters below with a calm and 

confident gaze. 

"Excuse me, Mr. Zhang; you have invited friends from the press to come. Is there a major event that 

needs to be announced?" 

"Is it related to Monster Heavy Industry?" 

At the beginning of the meeting, reporters from the front desk rushed to ask questions. 

"I can't talk about the important things, but there are some small things to announce to everyone." 

Zhang Yutian smiled and waved his hands: "First of all, here, I wish everyone a happy new year." 

"In the past year, Amano Heavy Industry has achieved a 176% increase in performance. This is a proud 

achievement. At the same time, we also acquired Fresenius, a well-known company in the field of 

industrial chips. In order to prevent improper speculation, this acquisition has been carried out 

confidentially. It may be this that has attracted Monster Heavy Industry to be dissatisfied." 

"The young Monster Heavy Industry wants to compete with us for products and presume to overwhelm 

Fresenius. We welcome this kind of competition, as long as it is legal." Zhang Yutian sorted out the 

speech in front of the stage and continued to laugh: "Legal competition can make products on the 

market more cost-effective. The majority of corporate users can purchase more affordable and excellent 

chip products. But!" 

"We found Monster Heavy Industry has reached the last day of the countdown to the declaration and 

has not taken any actual actions other than calling to promise customers." 

"So, Amano Heavy Industry will take the lead and report good news to everyone." 

Chapter 507: Another news. 

"There is two good news." Zhang Yutian put up two fingers and did not continue playing tricks. 

"First of all, after a year of preparation, Amano Heavy Industry finally passed the audit of the China 

Securities Regulatory Commission and obtained the qualification for listing. February 2, the day when 

the stock market closed during the Spring Festival, was the day when Amano Heavy Industry was listed 

on the A-share market." 

As soon as the news came out, the following media reporters immediately buzzed and discussed. The 

listing of Amano Heavy Industry was not big news. There are close to 3,000 Chinese A-share listed 



companies, but what really surprised the reporters was Zhang Yutian's determination to announce this 

the last day of the Monster Heavy Industry countdown. The risks and self-confidence hidden behind this 

were pretty clear. 

If Monster Heavy Industry wins, it means the young president was capable of fulfilling his promise, and 

Amano Heavy Industry, which just went public, will naturally suffer a severe blow to its stocks. 

But if Monster Heavy Industry thundered and rained a lot of tears and couldn't beat Amano Heavy 

Industry, which meant Amano Heavy Industry was stronger. Their stock prices will naturally rise like 

adrenaline. So, since Zhang Yutian dared to announce this news, it is estimated that he was absolutely 

sure of Monster Heavy Industry defeat. 

When asked about this news by many media, Zhang Yutian replied quite confidently. "I believe in 

science more than the statement made by the young president of Monster Heavy Industry." 

"Science tells me that in seven days, the goal of that young president is impossible to achieve. In fact, 

you have been paying attention to Monster Heavy Industry for these seven days, but I believe that 

friends in the media have seen it, they have no actual action." 

The confident answer made the on-site media nod unanimously. 

No matter how shameless Amano Heavy Industry was, by deliberately tearing up the chip contract, and 

letting Monster Heavy Industry face the embarrassment of product disruption. The more, the Monster 

Heavy Industry was unable to produce a chip within seven days. Besides, up to now, there hasn't been 

any movement from the Monster Heavy Industry... 

"The second good news has something to do with Monster Heavy Industry, but it is good news." 

“Fresenius’ MD1550 chip products have inconsistent standards with China Industrial Standards. We 

decided to suspend production and design a chip product more in line with China standards. We decided 

to reduce the price of all Fresenius chips by 10% to make up for the inconvenience caused by our 

customers. This news is for the majority of factory users, a piece of good news worth celebrating." 

"Which mean… Reduce the price by 10% in one go? It's courageous. Now Fresenius' business volume will 

definitely skyrocket. At this juncture, I announced the listing and lowered the price of the chip to 

counter the threat of Monster Heavy Industry that may not exist. Mr. Zhang is very decisive." 

After the two pieces of good news were finished, the media reporters immediately started talking in a 

low voice. 

With their flexible minds, they even began discussing whether to wait for the stock market to open and 

immediately buy the stock of Amano Heavy Industry. 

Because from the current intelligence analysis, it is obvious that Amano Heavy Industry has a better 

chance of winning. Once they defeat the Monster Heavy Industry, they will surely gain a huge 

reputation, and these reputations must be real, which is reflected in the stock gains. 

In fact, it's no wonder they thought this way. Ye Qing set up the Doomsday Group and only drew ten 

elites from the company, and the rest were all monsters participating. The media and Amano Heavy 



Industry were not Spiderman, how could they penetrate into the core factory of Monster Heavy Industry 

to investigate intelligence? 

Zhang Yutian on the stage pricked his ears and listened quietly to the discussion of the reporters. The 

sound that he heard intermittently made him believe even more firmly in his heart that he was so wise 

to let his choices go. 

A good leader must seize every chance encounter. 

Ultimately, Monster Heavy Industry threw in the towel, because through the information, it got it right, 

and after rigorous scientific discussions, the answers became impossible. 

Then let the fruits of your victory come sweeter. Let Monster Heavy Industry become a liar, let Amano 

Heavy Industry's stock, after the opening, take a winner's attitude, a smooth ride. 

Zhang Yutian showed a smile, a beautiful day tomorrow, and the stock that is about to take off let his 

blood surge pride. He was about to wave his hand to ask the media reporters to stop the discussion and 

listen to his next passionate speech on the bright future of the Amano Heavy Industry when his assistant 

suddenly appeared from the left aisle with a weird look and beckoned to him. 

Zhang Yutian had turned his face to look at him for a moment, then cast a suspicious look in his eyes, 

and the assistant held out his phone to him and continued to blink. 

"I'm sorry, everyone, I'll answer the phone first." Zhang Yutian apologized to the media reporters off the 

stage, walked to the left aisle, and whispered: "What's the matter, didn't you see me giving a speech?" 

Saying that answering the phone was just an excuse, Zhang Yutian took the assistant's cell phone and 

found the official WeChat account of Monster Heavy Industry on the screen. 

"Boss... please take a look at their latest news." The assistant said nervously: "This is a live broadcast of 

Weibo video." 

Zhang Yutian was full of curiosity. 

An employee wearing the work clothes of Monster Heavy Industry appeared on the screen. This 

somewhat shy-looking young employee walked on the road with a very ordinary wooden box in his 

arms. There should be another employee in front of him who was in charge of taking pictures. The two 

of them just walked without talking. 

The wooden box was ordinary, But this video was definitely not ordinary. At this point, Monster Heavy 

Industries had chosen to open a live video broadcast on the official WeChat account for an employee, 

which definitely had his unknown intentions. 

Not to mention that the assistant was a little nervous, even Zhang Yutian himself became nervous. 

"What is this person doing?" 

"I don't know, boss. The live broadcast has only been opened for a minute, and this employee has been 

walking on the road." 



Zhang Yutian couldn't always stand here watching videos, so he pretended to finish the call, walked over 

with his mobile phone, and then put the mobile phone on the speaking stage. 

There was a baffle in front of the speech platform, and reporters could not see he was paying attention 

to his mobile phone. Zhang Yutian was planning to continue to give his impassioned speech while 

watching what medicine is sold in the gourd of Monster Heavy Industry. 

As a result, the phones of the media reporters rang one after another. After answering the phone, every 

reporter looked at the people around him with ignorance, then logged into his Weibo with his mobile 

phone and clicked into the live broadcast of Monster Heavy Industry. 

"What's the situation? What does the employee want to do?" 

"I don't know, the wooden box in his hand looks so ordinary, and the employees pretend to be dumb 

and don't speak. Who can guess?" 

"Let's continue to watch. There must be a reason to live the video when a competitor holds a press 

conference." 

Seeing more and more reporters taking out their mobile phones to watch the live video of Monster 

Heavy Industry, Zhang Yutian suddenly smiled generously and said: "Since you are so concerned about 

the news of Monster Heavy Industry, please turn off your mobile phones and look up at the big screen 

with me. I asked the technician to broadcast the live room image to the big screen." 

Thirty seconds later, the figure of the Monster Heavy Industry employee appeared on the big screen of 

the venue. 

He continued walking with the wooden box in his arms, walking on the wide road with neat greenery 

and clean factories. 

Chapter 508: Chip vs. Chip Contest. 

In the video, the employee had continued walking holding the wooden box, and just as the reporters 

were guessing what he was doing, the employee turned a corner, and then a modern factory appeared 

in the picture, [Yihe Machine Tool Factory], and six large characters made of metal gleaming have 

appeared standing at the entrance of the factory. 

"Young man, who are you looking for?" An elderly security guard with a leather cap poked his head out 

of the duty room. 

"Happy new year, sir. My name is Tao Kexin. I'm looking for the director of the factory here. I'm a 

salesman of Monster Heavy Industry. I have an appointment with the director of the factory. " The 

salesman took out a bag of Zhonghua from his pocket, and two of them were familiar. 

"Oh oh~ go in, the director is waiting for you in the workshop." 

After greeting the elderly security guard, the salesman Tao Kexin walked into the factory holding the 

wooden box. A group of media reporters and Zhang Yutian were so confused, watching him walk into 

the factory and then into a large factory building. 



"Mr. Zhang, what do you think is the intention of Monster Heavy Industry in releasing such a live video 

broadcast at a critical moment?" 

At the guest table, some reporters were curious to ask questions. 

"It should be a gift to business partners." Zhang Yutian smiled slightly: "I have a little impression of Yihe 

Machine Tool Factory. This is a factory located in Liangjiang Industrial Park and specializing in the 

production of wood carving machine tools. After the acquisition of Fresenius, when I was reviewing their 

business records, I found that this factory has always used Fresenius’ chips..." 

Speaking of this, Zhang Yutian was taken aback. 

Things seemed to have found a point of contact. Monster Heavy Industry launched a live broadcast, al-

lowing salesmen to visit the factories that have business dealings with Fresenius. 

No matter how it looked, it seemed to be directed at him. I just don’t know what’s in the box... 

Inside the workshop, a somewhat bald factory manager shook hands with the salesman Tao Kexin and 

greeted him. The factory manager asked Tao Kexin why he chose to sell products on-site today with a bit 

of complaint. 

"This is the big Chinese New Year, and the factory is on holiday, and I have to pay an extra for overtime 

to call in a few locals as workers, so, I came to take charge of the test. Is there a discount today?" 

"Our president said. All manufacturers who sign chip contracts today will give them a 20% discount." 

"Then hurry up, your Monster Heavy Industry is so famous, I'm really curious about what chips you can 

make." 

The factory director sent a circle of cigarette smoke towards the workers' faces who had been invited to 

work overtime, and then Tao Kexin handed one box to the director: "Woodcarving machine tools 

produced in our factory have always been used to control servo motors, chips produced by Fresenius." 

"You and Fresenius are rivals, and I know this." 

The director patted Tao Kexin on the shoulder and added: "No, Monster Heavy Industry is our China 

Enterprise. As long as our chips can meet the requirements for use and the price is minor to Fresenius’s, 

then I will use in the future yours." 

"Director Xu, you don’t know about our Monster Heavy Industry's products until now. After you get to 

know it, you will find Fresenius’ products that are not worth mentioning, they are mediocre." Salesman 

Tao Kexin, who was in front of the camera opened the wooden box he had been holding. 

At the press conference, Zhang Yutian and a group of reporters had their pupils enlarged like the focal 

length of the camera. 

When the wooden box in the lens close-up was opened, it revealed beautiful chips neatly placed in it, 

like black gems. 

"This is impossible!" Zhang Yutian's pupils instantly expanded to the limit. These beautiful chips were all 

engraved with lasers, and the eyes could watch clearly the logo of Monster Heavy Industry. 



It was embarrassing, mainly when Zhang Yutian kicked the microphone support in front of him in front 

of the media. "It's impossible for Monster Heavy Industry to make chips," and in the blink of an eye, 

people started streaming live video, and vendors traveled to their customers' hometowns to dig the 

Internet walls. 

It doesn't matter, making chips is not a beauty pageant. What's the point of having a beautiful 

appearance? 

In the end, it depends on the technology of the chip! 

The factory manager should have the same idea. The beautiful chip did not make him very happy, but he 

waved his hand and summoned the workers to test the chip. 

The testing methods of this group of workers... Were very simple. 

It is carried out by a manufacturer specializing in production working on wood engraving machines, 

directly removing the control box of a new engraving machine in the workshop, removing the original 

chip, re-placing it with a Monster Heavy Industry chip, and importing the chip driver. 

I don't know if it was intentional or unintentional, the employee in charge of the camera deliberately 

pointed the lens at the chip that was replaced. The English abbreviation of Fresenius Company was 

impressively printed on the back of this chip. 

After the chip was replaced, the worker lifted a thick wooden board and placed it on the machine tool, 

uploaded the engraving drawings, and set the cutter speed. 

The engraving drawings were stored in the U disk. When the machine had detected the drawings, it had 

used the algorithm data in the chip to convert all the drawings into coordinate points that the tool 

needed to do. 

With a "hum", the three-axis cutter head of the machine tool started smoothly. The cutter head had 

rotated, and the spindle danced, moving irregularly above the board. 

With the sawdust flying around, a huge chrysanthemum, along with the stripped sawdust, slowly 

appeared in front of everyone. This was China's most classic pattern of rich and honorable flowers, but it 

could be found on all carved wooden doors and furniture. 

"Boss, the chip works." 

"The spindle moves smoothly." 

"This chip calculates the coordinates of the drawing, and it seems to be faster than the original one. 

After uploading the drawing, it takes at least half a minute to calculate the drawing for the foreigner's 

chip. I feel that this chip needs only ten seconds." 

"Wait!" Director Xu suddenly raised his hand and shouted: "Go and start the other machine, so that the 

two engraving machines can be compared together." 

"This...This...Can't." Zhang Yutian drop a little sweat on his forehead, the layman watched the 

excitement, and the expert watched the doorway. He was an insider and could naturally see this kind of 

chip of Monster Heavy Industry was not only usable but also very easy to use. 



The arena was quickly set up, with two brand-new engraving machines, one equipped with the Monster 

Heavy Industry chip and the other equipped with the Fresenius chip. At the same time, two workers 

inserted the drawing U disk, set the same tool speed, and pressed the start button at the same time. 

On the LCD display of the engraving machine, the loading progress bar appeared almost simultaneously. 

However, when the chip of Monster Heavy Industry is finished loading, the servo motor drove the tool 

to rotate, and when processing the wood. For Fresenius’ chips, the progress bar has only reached one-

third, because thirty-three seconds later, the one equipped with Fresenius' chips slowly entered the 

engraving process. 

There is no harm if there is no comparison between two engraving machines producing the same 

product in one factory. 

With the passage of time, the chip of Fresenius has become more and more lagging behind. From the 

first twenty-three seconds to the completion of the carving, it was three minutes and fifty-three seconds 

behind. 

Not only the difference in time, but the gap could also be seen in the finishing of two pieces of wealth. 

The one controlled by the Monster Heavy Industry chip was clearer and three-dimensional. 

"Boss, why is this happening?" Some workers asked puzzledly. 

"It's very simple. Our chip is better in 3D graphics calculation." Salesman Tao Kexin explained: "The chip 

is responsible for calculating coordinates and driving the motor. Different chips and different calculation 

methods are ultimately reflected in the tool. Of course, the trajectory of the movement is different." 

"Yes." Director Xu nodded frantically: "Just like we did not use domestic chips before, we went buying 

Fresenius' chips because the previous domestic chip algorithms were ungood, and the products carved 

out were not processed by good domestic chips." 

"Salesman Tao, I don't know the price of your company's chips..." 

"Our president said, is 30% lower than the one you use. Now you can place an order with a 20% 

discount. And within two years, the chip will be replaced for free if there is a problem. " 

"I believe in the products of Monster Heavy Industry. From now on, our Yihe Machine Tool Plant will use 

the chips of Monster Heavy Industry." 

Director Xu smiled brightly: "This is really the best gift for the new year. Quickly, let's change all the 

chips in the boxes to the engraving machines. With these chips, our products can go to the next level." 

"Boss, what do you do to the original chips?" 

"Haha~ I think it was bad luck, I will immediately contact Fresenius, and we will say goodbye to him in 

2017." 

………… 

At the press conference of Amano Heavy Industry, the media reporters, very innocently and surprisingly 

watched Zhang Yutian on the speaking stage. It seems they were to be expecting Zhang Yutian to say 

something. 



"..." 

Zhang Yutian's mouth was like a tape recorder with a tape stuck in it. He was hesitating for a long time 

and couldn't make a complete word. He didn't respond, and the big screen behind him responded 

quickly. 

Tao Kexin, the salesperson who just completed a large order, had not had time to celebrate that event, 

and the screen flashed and changed into another appearance, on a tall and thin salesperson from 

Monster Heavy Industry, also holding a wooden box, appeared at the gate of another factory. 

At the entrance of the factory [EMAG Seiko China Co., Ltd.] a few large silver characters are shining in 

the sun. 

This company is not small because it is a branch factory established in China by the well-established 

German machine tool giant EMAG Seiko, and it is also the only branch factory in Asia. 

At this moment, in the live broadcast, there were foreigners coming in and out at the gate. 

"My goodness, Monster Heavy Industry was trying selling its products to Germans?" A reporter couldn't 

help but shouted, pointing to the big screen. 

Chapter 509: Hard work will have miracles. 

In the live broadcast, the audience can saw a tall and thin salesman called Huang Ran, and his eloquence 

was much better than that of the shy Tao Kexin. 

Walking into EMAG Precision Co. Ltd., Huang Ran spoke fluent English and had impressed the foreign 

executives inside, and in less than five minutes, he convinced them to test the oscillator series chips. 

It is worth mentioning EMAG Precision Co. Ltd. had many machine tools under its umbrella. The four 

new chips produced by Monster Heavy Industry were all present. This test was much more advanced. 

EMAG Precision Co. Ltd. had a professional electronic laboratory. It used advanced testing equipment to 

conduct a full range of extreme tests on the chips called vibrating crystal from N° 1 to N° 4. 

This is also true of letting media reporters and the general public watching the live broadcast know the 

real strength of Monster Heavy Industry in chip production. 

After the test report came out, let alone Zhang Yutian, even the high-level executive of EMAG Precision 

Co. Ltd. had his eyes straight. 

In a thick stack of reports, the vibrating crystal series chips have dumped Fresenius’ products ten blocks 

away. 

It's really not that EMAG Precision Co. Ltd. takes money to write reports. They are a large multinational 

company with extremely strict requirements for products. Even one screw inside must be tested and 

qualified before it can be used. 

Precisely because of this, EMAG Precision Co. Ltd. ran a wave of advertisements for Monster Heavy 

Industry for free in front of countless audiences. 



"We at EMAG Precision Co. Ltd., the pursuit of product quality is eternal." The multinational executive 

said in front of the camera with loud praise: "Quality is our life. We have no reason for the electronic 

components that can improve our quality. We have no reason not to purchase." 

"I also heard about the competition between Monster Heavy Industry and Fresenius. Before I was 

worried that the two companies would use tactics that violated business ethics. Now I can rest assured 

that both sides use products to speak, letting customers choose freely. This is the most chivalrous way 

and the most admirable way." 

Multinational executives would like to say a few more words and advertise their own products at the 

same time. 

As a result, the live video was cut again and was changed to another salesman. This time it was a girl, the 

sign of Vision Technology Co. Ltd. shining behind her. 

Brother Yan Zhao, the president of Vision Technology Co. Ltd., had described the chip of Monster Heavy 

Industry as a product unparalleled in the world. He had also bluntly said that if Monster Heavy Industry 

had worked on these chips six months earlier, then Fresenius would have shut down six months earlier 

as well, and there wouldn't be anything wrong with that. 

[Yongmao High-speed Machine]. 

[Qiao Gong Power]. 

[Santai Technology]. 

During the live video broadcast, the salespersons changed one after another, and the factories changed 

one after another, but one thing remained the same. 

The bosses of these factories used various methods to inspect the vibrating crystal series chips sent to 

them with the salesmen of the Monster Heavy Industry, and all decided on the spot to choose the 

Monster Heavy Industry products. 

Order today, the price is almost only half of the Fresenius products price. In the face of the fiercely 

competitive global market integration, even if it is 5% cheaper, it can seduce a large number of bosses to 

change their minds. What's more, unprecedented power and discounts, and stronger production 

performance? 

It's another new year, companies that have basically had long-term business dealings with Fresenius 

Company have reached the contract deadline, which saves even the trouble of canceling the contract. 

The press conference held by Zhang Yutian became a big-eyed and small-eyed conference. 

"Please...Excuse me, Mr. Zhang." A reporter asked cautiously: "You said before that it would be 

impossible for Monster Heavy Industry to make chips within seven days. Now... What do you want to 

say now? Tell you, you have made a good match?" 

Zhang Yutian wanted to jump off the stage and went while taking the microphone to smash the 

reporter's head severely. 

………… 



The official website of Monster Heavy Industry had exploded. There were more than one million online 

viewers who were watching the Monster Heavy Industry broadcasting the product promotion video for 

five hours without interruption. 

The comments below the video completely exploded, and there was a flood of praise. 

"The countdown is really over, the ground is really shaking. Within half a day, Fresenius' business in our 

Chinese country was almost lost." 

"The earth is shaking and the mountains are shaking, and Monster Heavy Industry has a strong face." 

"I'm completely stupid. Who knows how the Monster Heavy Industry made the vibrating crystal series 

chips within seven days." 

"I don't know how it goes, but I know the name vibrating crystal Chip must have a meaning, meaning 

Amano Heavy Industry went up to the company's boss and down to the sweeping aunt to be shocked." 

"Those who once questioned, come out and leave me quickly, why can't I see any of them?" 

"Haha... You go looking at those idiot news websites, the editor estimates that I drank too much during 

the New Year holiday. I questioned the title of the president of Monster Heavy Industry, who emptied 

the gun, but it hasn't been removed yet." 

Eighty-five percent! This was the gratifying performance that Fresenius Company had lost from the 

China market before twelve o'clock. 

On the morning of the next day, many news websites rushed to delete the previously questioned posts 

and replaced them with praises for the resolute behavior of Monster Heavy Industry and the praise of 

the news. Fresenius has lost more business, and many inferior factories have come to the door to sign a 

chip order agreement with Monster Heavy Industry. There were even two foreign companies who called 

from overseas to in-quire about vibrating crystal Chips. 

At the same time that the picture was reversing 360 degrees, countless viewers, countless insiders, and 

reporters were all wondering this question. 

"How did the Monster Heavy Industry manage to do this?" 

In seven days! Even the most capable TV show experts did not dare to say that Monster Heavy Industry 

could make chips. This was not in line with science at all, and it was not in line with people's cognition of 

high-tech things. 

To put it awkwardly, even if you grow cabbage, it will take a month to harvest. 

...... 

So early this morning, at the door of the Blue Sky Building, dozens of cameras and reporters came. These 

media reporters were holding cameras and portable video equipment. Ye Qing didn't help them solve 

their doubts, so they couldn't leave without any explanation. 

The security captain Wu Yuexiang squatted at the door with a few security guards, feeling his ears were 

about to be blasted. 



These reporters gave him one million, and he couldn't be rude, he could only persuade them with good 

words, saying: "When Mr. Ye comes, he will definitely help them have feedback." 

"Come here, look, Mr. Ye's car is here." The keen-eyed reporter suddenly noticed at the intersection 

there was the silvery-white Lagonda car waiting for the green light. 

With a crash, dozens of pairs of expectant eyes struck the Lagonda. 

Wu Yuexiang reported the incident to Ye Qing early, but there was no way, Ye Qing could only accept to 

do an interview. 

The interview location was set for one hour later, at the newly constructed conference center under the 

Monster Industrial Building. 

Ye Qing first held a morning meeting at the Lantian Building, and listened to the managers' report on the 

results of yesterday's battle, and arranged for the follow-up counterattack. He had Put on a new suit 

again, straightened out the tie, and then headed to the opposite industrial building. 

The current conference center is temporary. When the building is completed, a larger, more 

technologically advanced conference center will follow. 

Ye Qing stepped into the speech platform of the conference center, and more than sixty online media 

gathered below, which made him particularly energetic and confident. Unlike Zhang Yutian's blind 

arrogance, Ye Qing's self-confidence was supported by ample confidence. 

"I think that the media reporters are most concerned by only one issue." 

Ye Qing looked down at the reporters below and said calmly: "How do we, Monster Heavy Industry, 

build a better chip than Fresenius Company in seven days?" 

The reporters below nodded frantically. 

"Is there magic in this world?" Ye Qing's voice resounded in the quiet conference center. 

"No." 

"Is there a miracle in this world?" 

"No." 

"But miracles only happen to people who are willing to work harder." 

"From the moment I made up my mind to make a chip that belongs to our China. We, Monster Heavy 

Industry, urgently set up a secret team to conduct chip research and development public relations." 

"Um... the name of the group is uneasy to say." 

"We worked a hundred times harder than usual, and miracles have happened naturally 

Chapter 510: Dangerous Circle. 

With hard work, miracles will happen naturally. 



For a time, many users who paid attention to the official WeChat account of Monster Heavy Industry 

changed their personal signatures to this sentence, because this sentence is like a clear and sweet 

chicken soup. 

With the exception of Ye Qing's disbelief, a lot of people believed it, because Monster Heavy Industry 

did! Chicken soup has convinced people, and so far the chips made by Monster Heavy Industry have 

convinced people. 

In the afternoon, all China manufacturers using Fresenius' chips, except Amano Heavy Industries, called 

Monster Heavy Industry, hoping to sign long-term supply agreements. Even in Japan, half of the 

machine tool companies have called. 

It was originally a happy year to grab red envelopes happily, and the management of Amano Heavy 

Industry was mourned because of the attack of Monster Heavy Industry. 

Since yesterday, Fresenius’s Company had been receiving calls without stopping. 

At this time in previous years, customers would call in to give New Year greetings to this group of 

foreigners who did not participate in the Spring Festival and then talked softly to discuss a New Year 

chip purchase contract. 

Foreigners who were familiar with China's national conditions would also seize this opportunity to 

slightly increase the contract price, but in this year's call, the tone of Chinese customers was harsher 

than in other years. 

"Haha~ I'm sorry, our factory has closed down, and there will be no way to continue cooperation with 

you in the future." 

"Mr. Zhang, we won't have to talk about contract renewals after our contract ends next week." 

"This is not a problem that can be solved by lowering prices. We can't always lag behind our peers in 

software, right?" 

"Your products are too backward, the prices are still too expensive, and the service attitude is poor." 

"I am sorry. I have had enough of you guys, go bankrupt soon." 

Facing the crazy loss of orders, Amano Heavy Industry, which had just acquired Fresenius, had nothing 

to do. Price cuts would not work, and the price of Monster Heavy Industry's chips was already low 

enough. They would have to sell at a loss if they lowered their prices. 

But even if they were selling at a loss, there must be someone willing to buy their products. 

………… 

At noon, Ye Qing took off the expensive suit he was unused to and put on a light brown leather jacket, 

by putting on this handsome outfit suitable for young people, Ye Qing was a little bit elegant and kept 

looking at himself in front of the mirror. This leather jacket was bought by Bai Douer for him when he 

was visiting the mall a few days ago. The price was not expensive, a little over 3000 Yuan, but it looked 

very vigorous and handsome. 



Today is the day of the Tea Party for entrepreneurs in Shanghai City. The Tea Party was hosted by the 

government. Ye Qing especially dressed younger and intended to stimulate the big bosses in their 40s 

and 50s. 

He called his father and asked him to wait for him at the crossroads to accompany him to the 

development zone. As a result, the Lagonda was stopped by a police car as soon as he drove out of the 

underground parking lot. When he opened the car door, he saw a girl in a police uniform. She had a 

short ponytail, and her fair skin was full of heroic air. 

Women who put on uniforms added a lot of temptation to the male sex, especially beautiful girls. There 

have been some good people who surveyed men on the Internet; what type of clothes worn by the 

opposite sex can elicit the inner impulse of men the most? 

The final conclusion was actually military uniforms and police uniforms because these two uniforms are 

for maintaining and stabilizing the existence of national order. But the man is eager to rebel in his bones 

and wants to prove himself strong by challenging the order. But in reality, these orders are like a 

mountain that is hard to shake, making men feel short of breath when facing these orders. The best way 

to pick a woman in a uniform turned over. It can give a man great satisfaction both in his heart and his 

senses. 

In Ye Qing's eyes, this girl in a heroic uniform was more of pure appreciation, because she was his old 

classmate Zhang Zhitong. 

"Ye Qing, where are you going, are you in a hurry?" Zhang Zhitong waved to Ye Qing. 

"I will go to the Tea Party, don't worry, you have something to ask me?" Ye Qing also opened the car 

door and motioned for her to get in the car and talk. 

"I have a small favor and will to trouble you." Zhang Zhitong took out a silver-white metal ring that 

looked like a jade ring from her uniform pocket, handed it to Ye Qing: "The mousetrap project has been 

launched for almost a week. The gangsters are really calm and have not contacted the Company of Mr. 

Ba Sucha yet." 

"We searched through clues and dragnets, and finally found a hiding place abandoned by them in 

Shanghai City. Through trace detection, we found there are residual nano-scale aluminum powder and 

nano-scale iron oxide in the room." 

"When we have found this, we concluded this place was 100% the den of that gang of criminals." 

"This metal ring was also found in the room?" 

Ye Qing kept playing with this metal ring in his hand, starting with a sense of heaviness, it let him under-

stood that this ring was made of cemented carbide. The caliber of the ring was just right to fit in the 

thumb, for the other side of the ring, some of the cutting marks were unpolished, Ye Qing really thought 

it was a metal finger that was processed by a bored person. 

"It was found in a pile of debris. This was the only metal part left on the scene. It should be the thing 

that they have neglected and have not taken." Zhang Zhitong knocked her forehead with some trouble: 

"I came to you to find the answer hidden in this metal ring." 



Ye Qing nodded, took off the ring from his thumb, and looked at it carefully in the sunlight. In the sun, 

Ye Qing could observe the inside of this ring, which had a brighter specular metallic luster than the 

outside. 

"The standard thick-walled alloy precision seamless pipes on the market have an outer diameter of 30 

mm and an inner diameter of 18.5 mm. The ring is cut from one end of the precision seamless pipe using 

a lathe tool, turning it into pieces." Ye Qing had lightly stroke the cross-section of the rough side of the 

ring: "This kind of seamless pipe can only be produced by large steel plants and is mainly used in high-

pressure flow pipes." 

"This is also what we are curious about in the trace inspection room. According to common sense, don't 

all these seamless pipes be cut directly with a cutting machine?" 

"I specifically asked a merchant in the metal market who specializes in seamless pipe business. He told 

the police that all shops use special cutting machines to cut seamless pipes according to customer 

requirements." 

"Why do the gangsters take time and effort to break with machine tools?" 

"Because there is an elderly matter inside." Ye Qing had carefully observed the cross-section of the ring 

and found there was a 0.2-0.3 mm thick, very bright silver metal layer on the inner surface of the ring. 

It is also this layer of metal that makes the inner surface of the ring in Ye Qing's hand brighter than the 

outer surface. 

"Usually, people with higher craftsmanship have more obsessive-compulsive disorder in pursuit of 

perfection. This is especially true for those who are getting older and have more solid thinking." 

"The cutting machine cuts the seamless pipe, it generates a lot of geothermal heat, resulting in the inner 

diameter of the seamless pipe, which has extremely slight thermal deformation but does not affect the 

use of thermal deformation. In the eyes of the master, this thermal deformation is an unforgivable error 

and an insult to craftsmanship.” 

"So they, who are pursuing perfect quality, would rather use a machine tool and use cutting fluid to cut 

this seamless tube little by little." 

After explaining, Ye Qing directed Zhang Zhitong's look again at the bright metal layer at the inner 

diameter section. 

"This should be a layer of chromium-plated by them to increase the corrosion resistance and wear 

resistance of the metal surface. It is not difficult to plate chromium on the surface of the metal, but it is 

very technical to plate chromium in the inner diameter of a seamless pipe. Especially if it is so beautifully 

plated." 

The next sentence from Ye Qing made Zhang Zhitong nervous immediately. 

"The seamless tube is chrome-plated on the inside. They want to make a gun. This ring is an additional 

chrome barrel cut from the barrel. There is no rifling, and the caliber has reached 18.5mm again, 

indicating they are making shotguns." Ye Qing's tone became serious when he said here: "For this group 

of people, let alone processing rifling, even if it is fully automatic. Assault rifles can be easily processed." 



"And the quality and precision of the guns are still very good. As for the bullets and the propellant, they 

can make a scientifically proportioned thermite mixture. Then it is easier to make bullets. You can buy a 

little chemical and you can make the propellant." 

Zhang Zhitong nodded solemnly: "Ba Sucha's company and our police will also cooperate. This gang re-

ally took the bait and try not to come into direct contact." 

Ye Qing returned the ring to Zhang Zhitong and patted her on the shoulder: "I will experiment again. Say 

hello to the police's room and ask them to check the metal composition, compare it with the seamless 

pipes of the same model on the market, and find out which steel mill produces the product. 

"Thanks, my old classmate." Zhang Zhitong also patted Ye Qing lightly. 

When he waved goodbye to Zhang Zhitong, Ye Qing said: "I'll go to the Tea Party first. You must pay 

attention to your safety in the subsequent actions." 

 


